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This research aims at describing teaching speaking to the first semester of economy 
faculty Muhammadiyah university of surakarta 2012/2013 academic year. The objectives of this 
research paper are to describe: 1) process of teaching speaking on the first semester of economy 
faculty Muhammadiyah university of surakarta, 2) the method that used the teacher in teaching 
speaking. 
The type of this research is descriptive qualitative. The data of this research are collected 
by observing the English class and interviewing the English teacher. The data of this research are 
the first year student’s activities in speaking in Economy faculty UMSin 2012/2013 academic 
year, field note and data from interviewing English teacher. The subject of this research is 
English teacher and the firs year students of economy faculty UMS. The object of this research is 
teaching speaking to the firs year students of economy faculty UMS. The methods of collecting 
the data of the research are observation, interview, and documents. 
Based on the result of the analysis, the teacher uses BKOF, MOT, JCOT, ICOT as the 
learning procedure. The objective of teaching speaking is to develop the communicative 
competence of the students in speaking skills. The materials are students worksheet and real 
situation. The media are picture, realia, tapeand LCD projector. The techniques are role playing, 
pair work and discussion, game, problem solving. The evaluation is conducted by interpreting all 
of English skills. While the teacher roles are facilitator, councelor, source information, and 
motivator. The metods that used by the teacher are natural approach, direct method, audio-lingual 
method. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
